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Abstract
The escalating complexity and impact of cyber threats require organisations to rehearse responses to cyber-attacks by routinely
conducting cyber security exercises. However, the effectiveness of these exercises is limited by the exercise planners’ ability
to replicate real-world scenarios in a timely manner that is, most importantly, tailored to the training audience and sector
impacted. To address this issue, we propose the integration of AI-driven sectorial threat intelligence and forecasting to identify
emerging and relevant threats and anticipate their impact in different industries. By incorporating such automated analysis and
forecasting into the design of cyber security exercises, organisations can simulate real-world scenarios more accurately and
assess their ability to respond to emerging threats. Fundamentally, our approach enhances the effectiveness of cyber security
exercises by tailoring the scenarios to reflect the threats that are more relevant and imminent to the sector of the targeted
organisation, thereby enhancing its preparedness for cyber attacks. To assess the efficacy of our forecasting methodology, we
conducted a survey with domain experts and report their feedback and evaluation of the proposed methodology.

Keywords Cyber security exercise scenarios · Machine learning · Threat intelligence · Threat forecasting

1 Introduction

Cyber Security Exercises (CSE) have gained prominence
in the training landscape, providing hands-on experience to
personnel across various industries. A CSE, as described
in the ISO Guidelines for Exercises [31], is "a process to
train for, assess, practice, and improve performance in an
organisation". However, the effectiveness of these exercises
is often hindered by the inability to replicate real-world sce-
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narios in a timely manner relevant to the sector methodology.
Our research aims to identify and bridge the gap in context-
relevant CSE scenarios generated by sectorial cyber security
experts and seasoned exercise planners. To address this chal-
lenge, this work proposes integrating AI-driven sectorial tag
coverage techniques into the CSE scenario generation pro-
cess. Although threat intelligence and forecasting have been
used for various cyber security tasks, including CSE scenario
design, our fully automated AI-driven methodology is the
first of its kind to incorporate forecasting and scenario gen-
eration in a single flow. Using our approach, organisations
can generate sector-specific threat intelligence that improves
the realism and relevance of future CSE scenarios, especially
when integrated into exercise generation frameworks such as
the AI-assisted Cyber Exercise Framework (AiCEF) [66].

The research questions we aim to address it this work are:

– Canwe produce reliable sectorial threat landscapes using
AI models and methodologies?

– How much can experts and nonexperts developing CSE
scenarios benefit from our methodology?

To address these questions, the following objectives have
been set for this work and can be summarised as follows:
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1. Develop an AI-driven threat intelligence and forecasting
methodology that accurately identifies current and emerg-
ing trends with their potential impact in different sectors
from any given dataset and incorporates them into a CSE
scenario. To achieve this objective, we evaluate several
existing forecasting algorithms using quantifiable criteria
to identify those that provide accurate predictions for a
given dataset.

2. Evaluate the effectiveness of integrating AI-driven secto-
rial threat intelligence and forecasting into the exercise
generation process by comparing the realism and rele-
vance of CSEs created using our methodology versus the
traditional human experts’ approach. Additional effort
was devoted to implementing our methodology into a
fully automated prompt generationmethodology that non-
expert exercise planners can easily use. To achieve this
objective, we have conducted surveys based on a case
study to measure the perceived relevance of CSE with
AI-driven threat intelligence and forecasting compared
to traditional exercise generation. No other AI-driven
exercise generation framework exists against which we
can compare our methodology. For this reason, we com-
pared our methodology against human-based approaches
by tasking experts in this field. We have then collected
quantitative results that help us compare ourmethodology
against the human expert’s methods used in identifying
current and emerging threats and compare the results
against those of renounced threat landscapes used as a
baseline.

Our analysis, coupled with valuable insights from field
experts, has yielded tangible results affirming that the inte-
gration of our proposedmethodology into the Cyber Security
Exercise generation process significantly improves the real-
ism and relevance of CSE scenarios. This enhancement can
drastically improve organisations’ ability to confront real-
world cyber threats effectively.

The structure of the remainder of thiswork is as follows. In
Sect. 2, we delineate the current state-of-the-art about on AI-
driven techniques to enhance cyber security exercises and
improve organisations’ preparedness for emerging threats,
focusing onmachine learning techniques used for threat fore-
casting. Our methodology is presented in Sect. 3, where we
deep dive into its implementation, focusing on data collec-
tion, data and trend analysis, topic modelling and extraction.
We then compare different forecasting and trend prediction
models and evaluate them for use in the following steps. All
previous steps are incorporated into our AI-driven prompt
generation (AiDPG) tool, which can be used to create tai-
lored CSE scenarios. We present our evaluation results in
Sect. 4, using a case study focusing on the energy sector and
involving both sectorial and exercise experts. We conclude

this article by presenting the lessons learned and future work
in this area of interest in Sect. 5.

2 Related work

The following paragraphs provide a brief overview of the
related work. First, we discuss the relevant forecasting mod-
els, focusing only on the machine learning models we used
in our study. Then, we discuss the trends in generating CSEs
and the use of forecasting methods.

2.1 Forecastingmodels

The main forecasting models that we consider in the scope
of this work, along with their limitations, are the following.
SARIMAX (Seasonal Auto Regressive Integrated Mov-
ing Average with Exogenous Variables) [9] is a popular
statistical model for time series forecasting. It extends the
ARIMA (AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average) [9]
model by incorporating seasonal patterns and exogenous
variables. Unlike ARIMA, which effectively analyses and
predicts time series data with stationary or non-stationary
properties, SARIMAX captures the relationships between
past observations, forecast errors, and external factors to pro-
vide more accurate forecasts. However, SARIMAX models
assume linearity and stationarity in the data, which may not
always be true in real-world scenarios. SARIMAX models
do not handle missing data or outliers well, which requires
additional preprocessing steps. Interpreting the coefficients
and understanding the impact of exogenous variables can be
complex.
Exponential Smoothing (ES) [28, 30] is a widely used
time series forecasting technique that assigns exponentially
decreasing weights to past observations. It is based on the
assumption that recent observations have greater significance
in predicting future values. Yet, ES may struggle to capture
complex non-linear patterns in the data.
Simple Exponential Smoothing (SES) [29] is a specific
form of exponential smoothing that only considers the cur-
rent observation and a single smoothing parameter (alpha).
It provides a straightforward method for forecasting by
exponentially weighting past observations and updating the
forecast based on the weighted average.
Nonetheless, SES assumes a constant level and does not cap-
ture trends or seasonality, making it less suitable for datawith
such patterns. Moreover, it may struggle with data that have
irregular or changing patterns over time and is more suitable
for short-term forecasting rather than long-term predictions.
Prophet [58] is a forecasting framework developed by Face-
book’s Core Data Science team. It combines the components
of additive regression models with flexible seasonality esti-
mation. Prophet incorporates trend components, seasonal
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effects, and additional regressors to generate forecasts. It
also effectively handles outliers and missing data points.
However, Prophet assumes that trends and seasonality are
additive and follow specific patterns, which may not always
hold in diverse datasets. The automatic change-point detec-
tion in Prophet might not always accurately identify complex
or abrupt changes.
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [20, 24] is a type of
recurrent neural network (RNN) architecture commonly
used to model and forecast time series data. LSTMs are
designed to overcome the limitations of traditional RNNs
in capturing long-term dependencies and handling vanishing
or exploding gradients. In LSTMmodels, the network learns
to selectively retain or forget information from past obser-
vations, allowing it to capture and retain important patterns
over longer sequences.

On the other hand, training LSTM models requires more
data to capture long-termdependencies and avoid over-fitting
effectively. LSTMmodels can be computationally intensive.
Hyper-parameter tuning for LSTM models can be challeng-
ing, as the optimal architecture and parameter settings may
vary depending on the specific dataset and problem.

2.2 Cyber security exercise scenarios and forecasting

The integration of AI-driven techniques into CSEs has
gained significant traction in recent years as organisations
seek to enhance their preparedness for emerging threats,
enhancing traditional CSE scenario-buildingmethodologies.
AI-assisted cyber exercise content generation framework
(AiCEF) [66] harnesses the power of Named Entity Recog-
nition (NER) to extract tags based on a Cyber Exercise
Scenario Ontology (CESO) through its Machine Learning
to Cyber Exercise Scenario Ontology (MLCESO) conver-
sion module. Successful CSEs hinge on the effectiveness
of their scenarios, which must simulate real-world situa-
tions that resonatewith participants whilemaintaining a level
of realism that fosters engagement and learning. Realistic
scenarios, as conceptualised in traditional exercise scenario-
building methodologies [5, 17], serve as powerful tools for
predicting future events, incorporating relevant issues, inter-
actions, and potential consequences. Examples of realistic
scenarios modelled from past cyber conflicts can be found in
[67] partially foreseeing future cyber events. These scenar-
ios, according to Green and Zafar [23] and Granåsen et al.
[22], lead to constructive training experiences that enhance
participant understanding and preparedness.

More concretely, an exercise scenario is a sequential nar-
rative account of a hypothetical incident that catalyses the
exercise and intends to introduce situations that will inspire
responses and thus allowdemonstration of the exercise objec-
tives [51]. ENISA acknowledges the benefits of sectorial
exercises scenario in their National Exercise - Good Practice

Guide [12], an approach recognised by national cyber secu-
rity authorities like ANSII in their guide on organising cyber
crisis management exercises [3]. In the context of CSEs, a
scenario defines the training environment that will lead par-
ticipants towards fulfilling the exercise objectives set [33].
The cyber security problem described in the scenario itself
portrays a structured representation named Master Scenario
Events List (MSEL), which serves as the script to execute an
exercise [51].

To generate a useful MSEL, we need to successfully
detect and classify cyber attacks relevant to the needs of
the trainee, as emphasised in [36, 47, 49]. Interestingly,
applying advanced machine learning techniques to predict
future cyberattack trends has gained significant momentum
in cyber security. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) net-
works constitute a specific type of recurrent neural network
that has been particularly noted for their ability to learn long-
term dependencies and patterns in time-series data, which
is characteristic of cyber attack vectors. For instance, [34]
demonstrated the efficacy of LSTMs in classifying intrusion
detection patterns, emphasising their potential to identify
sophisticated cyber threats by analysing historical data pat-
terns. Similar studies to ours can be considered in the cases
of [1, 6, 15, 19] where LSTM networks are proposed as a
method to forecast cyber incidents with a focus on malware
infections.

Parallel to the application of LSTMs, the Neural Prophet
model has emerged as a novel approach for time-series fore-
casting [58]. Although specific studies focusing on the use of
this model in cyber attack predictions are scarce, its robust-
ness in detecting complexpatterns is essential to predict cyber
incidents, as reported by [40] with promising results. In the
realm of more traditional statistical methods, ARIMA mod-
els have been a mainstay for time-series forecasting and have
found applications in cyber-security. Sarker et al. [50] dis-
cuss integrating machine learning approaches like ARIMA
in cyber-security, highlighting its effectiveness, especially
in scenarios with limited computational resources or where
model interpretability is vital. Following the same path, data
mining and machine learning techniques can be applied to
VSE scenario development to help develop a mitigation plan
for future incident trends and cyber security incident time-
lines as proposed in [26].

Further to analysing existing threats, modelling [64] pre-
dicting upcoming cyber incidents [37, 55] and the overall
threat trends are equally important. Several studies focus on
the short-term prediction of the number or source of attacks
to be expected in the following hours or days [2, 7, 10, 11, 21,
25, 27, 37, 39, 41–43, 45, 61–63]. Most of these works make
predictions in restricted settings; e.g., against a specific entity
or organisation for which historical data are available [39, 43,
63]. Forecasting attack occurrences has been attempted with
statisticalmethods, especiallywhen parametric data distribu-
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tions could be assumed [62, 63], as well as by using machine
learning models [21] and deep learning [52]. Other methods
adopt a Bayesian setting and build event graphs suitable for
estimating the conditional probability of an attack following
a given chain of events [45]. Such techniques rely on libraries
of predefined attack graphs to identify the known attacks that
are most likely to occur. Research has also covered zero-day
attacks [54, 57] with less impressive results.

Almahmoud et al. [2] introduced a machine learning
based proactive approach for long-term cyber-attack pre-
diction, allowing early detection of potential threats. This
approach could facilitate cyber security experts in prioritis-
ing resources and mitigation measures, including training
through CSEs, a type of proactive cyber defence [56].

The existing literature showcases the potential for AI-
driven topic extraction and forecasting techniques to be
applied in the identification and prioritisation of both cur-
rent and future threats in the context of CSEs, minimising
their impact upon materialisation [7, 16]. Our work is the
first to infuse the outputs of fully automated AI-driven threat
intelligence and forecasting into the CSE content generation
life cycle. Comparative results are provided against the cur-
rent, traditional CSE scenario development methodologies
used, which are a combination of manual and human-driven
effort, underlining the potential of our methodology.

3 Proposedmethodology

3.1 Generic overview

While in this section, we outline the proposed methodology
for analysing a dataset of cyber security incidents using the
AiCEF framework, specifically the MLCESO module; it is
generic enough to allow its individual use in other domains
and applications. Additionally, we propose prompts based on
these trends, prioritising the needs per sector through our AI-
driven Prompt Generation (AiDPG) methodology. In terms
of the threat intelligence collection methodology used, we
decided to follow some of the steps proposed by ENISA [13]
to create our own sectorial threat intelligence (STI) report
with the difference of using AI exclusively as a means of data
processing instead of human analysts. In what follows, when
referring to sectors, we will refer to those considered in the
NIS 2 Directive [14]; however, any other such classification
can be used. The outline of our methodology is illustrated in
Fig. 1, consisting of five distinct steps.

Inwhat follows,we assume access to a comprehensive and
representative dataset of cyber security incidents, in text for-
mat, that spans over several years. Moreover, we assume that
all incidents are unique to prevent biases in our predictions.
Nevertheless, to exemplify, as we discuss in the following
paragraphs,we point the reader to amanually curated dataset,

Fig. 1 Proposed methodology overview

and we use it as a reference for showcasing and validating
our methodology.

1. Text annotation using AiCEF The AiCEF framework is
employed, being the only available CSE-specific frame-
work, andwe use theMLCESOmodule for preprocessing
(Paragraph 3.2) and text annotation, extracting relevant
exercise-related objects, such as attacker type, attack type,
and exploited vulnerabilities (Paragraph 3.3).

2. Clustering and N-Gram Analysis Incidents are clus-
tered into sectors based on the extracted word tags, to
identify similarities and group similar incidents for amore
detailed N-gram analysis (Paragraph 3.4).

3. Topic Modelling We apply the Latent Dirichlet Allo-
cation (LDA) algorithm for topic modelling, extracting
topics within the context of elements that might be
involved in a CSE scenario (Paragraph 3.5). Given the
increasing use of large languagemodels (LLMs) and their
exceptional results in multiple domains [18, 32, 44, 59],
we anticipate that soon LLMs will be able to automate
these steps of our methodology relatively efficiently.

4. Forecasting Occurrence analysis is performed to capture
the incident frequency, patterns, and trends over time,
extracting insights about the temporal aspects of the data.
The latter allows us to identify current and future trends,
patterns, anomalies, and emerging trends in cyber secu-
rity incidentswithin each sector. Although any single time
series analysis algorithm can be used for this step, we
decided to put SARIMAX, ES, SES, Prophet, and LSTM
to the test and evaluate them using R-squared (R2) [35],
mean absolute error (MAE) [35], mean absolute deviation
(MAD) [60] and mean absolute percentage error(MAPE)
[4] metrics to identify the best-performing ones for this
task (Paragraph 3.6).

5. Prompt Generation An exercise prompt is considered
a detailed representation of a CSE scenario, containing
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all the important cyber security elements that will be
later taken into consideration to draft a CSE. Action-
able prompts are proposed back to AiCEF via our AiDPG
methodology, using the identified trends to address cyber
security challenges and mitigate risks but also prioritising
training topics based on sector-specific requirements and
characteristics (Paragraph 3.7).

3.2 Dataset and data preprocessing

As shown in Table 1a, four incident sources have been iden-
tified as input to generate our corpus. These websites contain
unique articles previously selected and classified in theHack-
mageddon dataset,1 a reputablewebpage that describes cyber
security incidents since 2011. For simplicity, in this work, we
collected unique incidents from 2019–01 to 2022–12 (Table
1b), which accounts for 4.957 articles. We spanned our col-
lection over four years to adhere to the limitations paused
by the time series analysis algorithms to be used in later
steps. Note that while there were undoubtedly attacks before
2019, neither the amount of information nor the depth can be
comparable to today’s figures. The issuance of the Presiden-
tial Policy Directive 41 (PPD-41) in 2016 in the USA, titled
"United States Cyber Incident Coordination" and in parallel
with the introduction of the General Data Protection Reg-
ulation (GDPR) in the same year, were the main drivers in
pushing organisations both private and public to report cyber
security incidents. Therefore, even if significant cyber secu-
rity incidents existed before 2016, they were not reported,
let alone published. As a result, if one simply compares the
number of reports before 2019 that GDPRwas enforced, one
would notice a massive surge in the numbers, as the bulk of
incidents were hidden under the carpet. Of course, that would
introduce severe biases in our dataset. Therefore, we opt to
use a smaller yet more representative dataset.

All relevant articles were collected through automated
web scraping. Then, the plain text of each article was
processed using Natural Language Processing (NLP) tech-
niques to form the reduced Incidents Corpus (IC). Initially,
all texts were converted to the UTF-8 encoding scheme.
Using dictionaries and the Textblob library,2 we corrected
spelling and removed special characters. Empty lines, spe-
cific stopwords, and punctuation marks were removed using
traditional NLP libraries such as NLTK3 and spaCy. 4 In
addition, all HTML and other programming codes, URLs,
and paths were removed.

The standard Penn Treebank [38] tokenisation rules were
used for sentence tokenisation to tune the incidents’ text and

1 https://www.hackmageddon.com
2 https://github.com/sloria/TextBlob
3 https://www.nltk.org/
4 https://spacy.io/

Table 1 Composition of our dataset

(a) dataset quota per source
Source # Incidents

bleepingcomputer.com 2431

securityaffairs.co 339

zdnet.com 794

databreaches.net 1393

Total 4957

(b) Dataset yearly distribution
Year # Incidents

2019 1088

2020 1348

2021 1248

2022 1353

Total 4957

facilitate annotation. At the end of this step, a corpus com-
posed of timestamped incidents was formed.

3.3 Text annotation

To annotate our dataset, pre-trained named entity recognition
models (NER) (Table 2) were used. These models are part
of AiCEF’s MLSECO module and can annotate text with
predefined tags, as described in Table 3. The output of the
annotation step was stored in a Knowledge Database (KDb).
An example of the information stored in KDb can be seen in
Table 4.

3.4 N-gram analysis

By applying NER and extracting important keywords related
to the above categories, we have already taken a crucial step
in preparing the data for N-gram analysis, a computational
technique to extract meaningful patterns and insights from
text data. It involves identifying and analysing sequences of
N consecutive words (N-grams) that occur frequently within
a given corpus. In the context of processing cyber security
incidents, N-gram analysis can provide valuable information
about the prevalent attack types, techniques, attacker names,
malware types, assets, vulnerabilities, and sectors affected
by these incidents. Thus, we can leverage this technique to
gain a deeper understanding of the relationships and trends
in the cyber security incidents that we have in our database.

By performing a top-ten terms analysis (for Attack Types,
Techniques, Attackers, Malware Types, Assets, Vulnerabil-
ities, and Sectors) over four years’ worth of data in KDb,
we were able to visualise the results after clustering similar
notion phrases, where deemed necessary. Furthermore, we
can uncover relationships between different categories. For
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Table 2 AI models’ scores Category Tag Presicion Recall F1

Attacker ATTACKER_TYPE 100.00 83.33 90.11

ATTACKER_NAME 95.29 87.10 91.01

ATTACKER_ORIGIN Used Native Spacy LOC tag (no training)

Attack MALWARE_TYPE 80.56 76.32 78.38

MALWARE_NAME 95.29 87.10 91.01

ATTACK_TYPE (TECHNIQUE) 88.60 87.07 87.83

VULNERABILITY 87.50 84.00 85.71

Victim SECTOR 85.84 84.07 84.95

ASSETS 87.02 89.06 88.03

TECHNOLOGY 87.60 89.93 88.70

Table 3 Annotation tags per
category

Category Tag Link to CESO & STIX 2.1

Attacker ATTACKER_TYPE Threat Actor Attribute

ATTACKER_NAME Threat Actor Attribute, Identity

ATTACKER_ORIGIN Location

Attack MALWARE_TYPE Malware Attribute

MALWARE_NAME Malware Attribute

ATTACK_TYPE (TECHNIQUE) Attack Pattern

VULNERABILITY Vulnerability

Victim SECTOR Identity Attribute, Scenario

ASSETS Threat Actor Attribute

TECHNOLOGY Tool

instance, frequent co-occurrence of N-grams like "APT3"
and "PlugX malware" may indicate the involvement of spe-
cific advanced persistent threat groups and the utilisation of
sophisticated malware in cyber attacks.

To showcase an example of threat intelligence extracted
for the given dataset, we provide the output of our methodol-
ogy for the sector tag. After analysing the 4957 cyber security
incidents, the following distinct clusters or words represent-
ing at least seven heavily impacted sectors were formulated:

– Commerce: COMMERCE, COMPANY, COMPA-
NIES, BUSINESS, BUSINESSES, RETAIL SECTOR,
ENTERPRISE, ENTERPRISES, ORGANIZATIONS,
ORGS, RETAIL, FIRMS, FIRM

– ICT&Technology: E-COMMERCE, GAMING,
INFRASTRUCTURE, ITECH, ELECTRONICS, IT
SERVICES, INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS,
MARKETPLACE, ONLINE SERVICES, INFORMA-
TION TECHNOLOGY, CLOUD HOSTING, SERVICE
PROVIDER, HOSTING, TECHNOLOGY, TECH,
CLOUD STORAGE, CLOUD STORAGE SERVICES,
NETWORK OPERATOR, IT, TELECOMS, TELCO,
TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROVIDER, TELECOM-
MUNICATIONS, TELECOM, CLOUD SERVICES

– Finance: BANKS, STOCK EXCHANGE, BANK,
FINANCE, FINANCIAL, BANKING SECTOR

– Healthcare: HEALTHCARE, CLINICS, CLINIC,
HOSPITAL,MEDICAL PROVIDERS, HEALTHCARE
SYSTEM, HEALTH, MEDICAL CENTER, MEDI-
CAL, PHARMACEUTICAL

– Education: EDUCATION, SCHOOLS, SCHOOL,
UNIVERSITY, UNIVERSITIES, COLLEGE, EDUCA-
TION SECTOR, EDUCATIONAL, HIGHER EDUCA-
TION

– Government: GOVERNMENT, PARLIAMENT, MIN-
ISTRY, MINISTRIES, GOVT, GOVTS, GOVERN-
MENTS, GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, POLITICAL,
MUNICIPALITIES, ELECTION, CITY, CITIES, FED-
ERAL AGENCIES

Further to this, smaller clusters of words representing less
impacted sectors also emerged, as seen below:

– Energy: ENERGY, ENERGY SECTOR, NUCLEAR,
OIL, GAS, POWER, PETROL, POWER SUPPLY

– Defence: DEFENCE, DEFENSE, LAW ENFORCE-
MENT, LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES, LAW
ENFORCEMENT AGENCY, POLICE, MILITARY
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Table 4 Annotation example using AiCEF (MLCESO)

Field Value

id 2246

Name 202203-2021-0153-58be06f8-f18c-4e1b-a243-9ecb13442636

URL https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/bluenoroff-hackers-steal-crypto-
using-fake-metamask-extension/

Text BlueNoroff hackers steal crypto using fake MetaMask extension..

Month 1

Year 2022

Maturity 150

MetaTags LINUX, SCRIPTS, HACKS, POWERSHELL, CRYPTOCURRENCY, THREAT
ACTOR, PASSWORD, MALWARE, EXCEL, WORD, USER CREDENTIALS,
CREDENTIALS, POWERSHELL, CHROME EXTENSION, WINDOWS,
HACKERS, FILES, ATTACKERS, NORTH KOREA, BROWSER, BROWSER
EXTENSIONS, CVE-2017-0199, DATA BREACH, TEMPLATE INJECTION,
WALLET, FINANCIAL, GROUP, VULNERABILITY, BLUENOROFF, THREAT
ACTORS, DATA

Attacker_Name BLUENOROFF

Attacker_Type HACKERS, GROUP, THREAT ACTOR

Threat_Actor_Type crime-syndicate

Attack_Type DATA BREACH

Technique CREDENTIALS, POWERSHELL

Vuln TEMPLATE INJECTION, VULNERABILITY, CVE-2017-0199

Malware_Name

Malware_Type SCRIPTS, MALWARE

Attacker_Origin NORTH KOREA

Sector FINANCIAL

Assets FILES, WALLET, USER CREDENTIALS, CRYPTOCURRENCY, PASSWORD,
DATA

Technology WINDOWS, LINUX, EXCEL, WORD, BROWSER, POWERSHELL, BROWSER
EXTENSIONS, CHROME EXTENSION

– Aerospace: SPACE, AEROSPACE, AVIATION
– Media: MEDIA, MEDIA OUTLETS, NEWS
AGENCY, NEWSPAPER, RADIO STATION

– Maritime: MARITIME, PORT, SHIP, SHIPS
– Food: FOOD, FOOD CHAIN

According to the analysis dataset from 2019 to 2022, the
ten largest sector clusters affected are represented per yearly
occurrence in total volume in Fig. 2. Since some incidents
could have impacted more than one sector, they appear in
multiple sectors affected.

Following the same process for all other labels: Assets,
Vulnerabilities, Attack Types, Attacker Names, Malware
Types, and Malware Names, we can derive the respected
threat intelligence. This information is then stored in our
KDb per sector, providing us with the Sectorial Threat Intel-
ligence (STI) needed to enrich CSE scenarios.

Fig. 2 Top 10 sectors impacted between 2019 and 2022 in volume
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Fig. 3 CV coherence score for different numbers of topics

3.5 Clustering through topic modelling

Topic modelling, specifically key phrase cluster analysis,
plays a significant role in understanding and extracting
meaningful insights from text corpora. Although any topic
modelling algorithm like BERTopic and non-negative matrix
factorization (NMF) can be used for this step, we decided to
incorporate LDA in our methodology. [8, 46, 53]. LDA is a
generative statistical model used to discover topics within a
collection of documents. It assumes that each document is a
mixture of various topics, and each topic is a distribution over
words. LDA scales well with large datasets, making it suit-
able for analysing extensive collections of documents. LDA
is often preferred when dealing with a large text corpus, as
NMF can be computationally more expensive. BERTTopic,
like NMF requires more computational resources, however,
the interpretability of the extracted topics can be challenging,
especially compared to methods like LDA [65].

To properly implement the LDA algorithm, the optimal
number of topics must be first identified based on a coher-
ence score usually calculated using coherence models such
as the CV coherence [48]. The coherence score measures
the degree of semantic similarity between words within each
topic, and its value can range from zero to one. Compar-
ing the coherence scores obtained for different numbers of
topics, the number of topics that yields the highest coherence
score is considered the optimal number of topics for the given
corpus.

Following the above steps, we conclude that the optimal
number of topics to be extracted for the given dataset is five
(5), as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Oncewe trained ourLDAmodel and settled for five topics,
we extracted a set of unique words per topic, allowing us to
categorise them with specific tags, reported in Table 5

3.6 Forecasting, trend prediction andmodel
evaluation

As already discussed, we tested various time series analysis
methodologies, such as SARIMAX, Exponential Smoothing
(ES), Simple Exponential Smoothing (SES), Prophet, and
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) modelling using Recur-
rent Neural Networks (RNN), following recommendations
of previous research findings [2]. Nonetheless, our goal was
not to perform an exhaustive comparison of all possible time
series analysis methodologies but to assess whether time-
series analysis can support our effort of generating relevant
cyber security scenarios with a limited incident dataset (of
up to four years in this case) of cyber security incidents in
hand. To this end, we performed trend prediction using data
for three years (2019–2021) of the available dataset to pre-
dict the values for the fourth year (2022). Then, to evaluate
our models, we focused on four metrics, namely: R-squared
(R2), mean absolute error (MAE), mean absolute deviation
(MAD) and mean absolute percentage error(MAPE).

1. R-squared measures the proportion of the variance in the
dependent variable that is predictable from the indepen-
dent variable(s) and was used to assess the goodness of
fit of our regression models.

2. MAE represents the average absolute difference between
the predicted and actual values and provided use with a
straightforward measure of prediction accuracy. (Mean
Squared Error (MSE) and Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE) metrics were also considered for the same task
but were dismissed due to the tasks sensitivity to outliers,
where MAE is preferred)

3. MAPE expresses the average percentage difference
between predicted and actual values, providing a relative
measure of accuracy. MAPE is the most used measure for
forecasting error since the variable’s units are scaled to
percentage units, which makes it easier to understand.

4. MAD is similar to MAE and is used in forecasting to
quantify the accuracy of a forecastingmodel. It represents
the average magnitude of forecast errors and helps assess
how well the model predicts future values.

As a general guideline, having at least two yearly sea-
sonal data cycles is often recommended to capture seasonal
patterns effectively. Assuming that a single seasonal cycle
corresponds to one year for monthly data, we would ide-
ally want to have a minimum of 24 observations (two years)
to perform a meaningful time series analysis. Theoretically,
this allows the models to capture seasonal variations and
assess their significance. Clearly, having more observations
improves the accuracy and reliability of the analysis and fore-
casting results.Additionally, the complexity of the time series
patterns and the specific goals of the analysismay also impact
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Table 5 Topics and Content

Unique words Tag

HEALTH, RECORD, RECORDS, PHI, PI, PERSONAL, DATA, BIOMETRIC, SSNS,
BREACH, DATABASE, ACCOUNT, DETAILS, IDENTIFICATION, FILES

Personal Data Breaches

PHISHING, SPEAR-PHISHING, SPEAR, WALLET, ETHEREUM, SCAM, SIM,
SWAPPING, SPOOF, IMPERSONATION, LOGINS, EMAIL, MEDIA, ACCOUNT,
LINK

Phishing & social engineering

DDOS, DOS, EXPLOITATION, INFRASTRUCTURE, WINDOWS, LINUX, WEB,
INTERNET, DENIAL, SSH, NETWORK, IP, SERVER, ROUTER, CHAIN,
SUPPLY, SHELL, INTERNET, PROXY, DNS

Network and System Exploitation

CREDIT, CARD, CARDS, CREDENTIALS, DATA, BANKING, PASSWORD,
PAYMENT, DATABASE, SKIMMING, SKIMMER, LOGIN, KEYLOGGING,
LINK, COOKIE, DEBIT

Payment Card Fraud & Online Theft

ACCESS, REMOTE, RAT, TROJAN, EXTORTION, RANSOMWARE, TROJANS,
VIRUS, SCREEN, VOICE, VIDEO, CLIENT, SCREENSHOTS, ZERO-DAY,
O-DAY, MACOS, IOS, ANDROID, SPYING, PHOTO, STEGANOGRAPHY

RATs, Ransomware, Spyware

Fig. 4 Cyber security incidents 2019–2022

theminimum requirement. Nevertheless, this was impossible
due to the lack of accurate reporting of cyber security events
before 2019.

Given the dataset of incidents covering 2019 to 2022,
described in Table 1b, we extracted the monthly statistics
per topic and calculated the volume fluctuation per month,
visualised in Fig. 4.

By providing the time series of cyber attack volumes to
a set of forecasting models, we evaluated the most effec-
tive ones for trend prediction purposes, given the limitations
mentioned above. We used 90% of the dataset to train the
models and 10% for testing. We aimed to use the models
trained with statistics of 2019 till the first semester of 2022
to predict incidents of the second semester of 2022 and val-
idate them with the actual incidents that took place around

the same period. Rather than aiming towards exact prediction
matching for each month, we focus our effort on predicting
the incident volume trends per period as follows: upward
(↑), slightly upward (↗), stable (-), slightly downward (↘),
and downward (↓). The trend is calculated as the difference
between two consecutive periods’ average volume of inci-
dents (Algorithm 1). In our case, the period used was six
months.

Figure5 maps the predicted values per month for the sec-
ond semester of 2022 against the real volume of incidents,
while Figs. 6 and 7 present the various model evaluation met-
rics.

Then, using this dataset, we decided to forecast the trends
for 2022 for all topics (Table 6) and then performed a dedi-
cated forecast by filtering our dataset per sector. We focused
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Fig. 5 Cyber security incidents prediction results (2nd Semester 2022)

Algorithm 1 Trend Value Labelling
1: Given TrendValue, ranging from negative to positive.
2: if TrendValue ≥ 6 then
3: Label ← "Upward" {Trend is upward}
4: else if 3 < TrendValue < 6 then
5: Label ← "Slightly upward" {Trend is slightly upward}
6: else if -3 ≥ TrendValue ≤ 3 then
7: Label ← "Stable" {Trend is stable}
8: else if -6 < TrendValue < -3 then
9: Label ← "Slightly downward" {Trend is slightly downward}
10: else
11: Label ← "Downward" {Trend is downward}
12: end if

our efforts on four sectors, namely energy, healthcare, gov-
ernment, and finance, as seen in Table 7, using the forecasting
algorithms side by side to ease the comparison of the results.
This approach can help us generate tailored leads and fore-
casts and, as a result, more focused CSE scenarios per sector.

Four forecasting methods, namely LSTM, Prophet, ES,
and SES, returned positive R2 values, with LSTM being the
fittest algorithm, closely followed by Prophet. The R2 values
of ES and SES, while positive, show that these models do not
explain the variability of the response data around the mean;
therefore, the predictions cannot be considered accurate. On
the contrary, while not ideal, the range of R2 values of both
LSTM and Prophet implies a good fitness of the models.
Finally, the negative values of SARIMAX clearly illustrate
that this method is unsuitable for our dataset.

Based on the fact that LSTM had low MAE, MAPE, and
MADscores, it can be considered themost suitable algorithm
for this task. This is validated by the fact that LSTM was
one of the best in trend prediction when forecasting future
volumes of the five topics per sector, as presented in Table 7.
Similarly, Prophet had low MAE, MAPE, and MAD scores
and satisfactory trend predictions when forecasting future

Fig. 6 R2 Scores (Training, Testing Dataset) per Forecasting Model

volumes for the five topics per sector. Therefore, it can also
be considered suitable for the task. SARIMAX, beyond the
negative R2 values, had highMAE,MAPE, andMADvalues,
validating that it cannot be used for accurate forecasting or
trend prediction in our dataset.

From the other two methods with low R2 values, ES had
high MAE, MAPE and MAD scores, which was mapped
in the poor performance when forecasting future incident
volumes for the five topics per sector. Finally, even if SES
did not fit well based on the R2 values, it had the lowest
MAE,MAPE andMAD scores and its performance was very
satisfying for forecasting future incident volumes for the five
topics per sector. We interpret the above as an indication
that, while the predictions were not very accurate, the model
was able to fit enough to identify the trends. For the rest
of the steps in our proposed methodology, we will use the
top three performing algorithms (Prophet, LSTM, SES) for
further evaluation and comparison while dismissing ES and
SARIMAX due to low performance in the selected metrics.
When implementing our methodology in real life, the use
of a single forecasting algorithm is adequate to provide the
wanted predictions.

3.7 AI-driven prompt generation (text synthesis)

Our prompt generation process focuses on creating textual
prompts based on a set of specific requirements by mixing
user input with Current Topic Trends (CTTs) and Future
Topic Trend Predictions (FTTPs) extracted from previous
steps. The user provides a dataset of incidents and the sector
of interest (optional) as input to our methodology. The user
can also define the forecasting model to be used. Our AI-
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Fig. 7 MAE, MAPE, and MAD score per forecasting model

Table 6 Trend forecasting
results for the 2nd Semester of
2022

Actual Trend 2022 SARIMAX Prophet ES SES LSTM

All data-topic agnostic – ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ –

RATS, ransomware, trojans ↘ ↓ – – ↘ –

Network_System_Exploit ↓ – ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Phishing, Social_Eng ↘ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↘ ↘
Personal_Data_Breach ↘ ↘ ↓ ↑ ↘ ↘
Card_Fraud_Online_Theft ↘ – ↓ ↑ – –

driven methodology extracts the following information from
the dataset based on the user input:

– Current Topic Trends (CTTs): The top ten keywords
in volume for the following tag categories: [ATTACK
TYPE], [ATTACKER NAME], [VULNERABILITY],
[ASSETS], [TECHNOLOGY], [MALWARE NAME],
[MALWARE TYPE] for a given [SECTOR] over the
course of a year. This is achieved by executing steps 1
and 2 of our methodology.

– Future Topic Trend Predictions (FTTPs): A set of key-
words that stem from previously defined topics (Table 5)
and that exhibit a clear upward trend based on our trend
prediction methodology by using the user selected fore-
casting algorithm. This is achieved by executing steps 1,
2, 3 and 4 of our methodology.

A textual prompt template consisting of four sections (with
fixed structure along with dynamic sections) is then used to
generate prompts that will form the basis of a CSE scenario
consisting of the fifth and final step of our methodology.

An example of a prompt template can be seen in Fig. 8

The resulting output can then be edited or used as input
to AiCEF, and a CSE incident will be generated, ready to be
incorporated in an exercise scenario, as visualised in Fig. 9.
Ourmethodology can producemeaningful, sectorial-focused
prompts and scenarios with trend prediction incorporated
seamlessly into the prompt without the need for cyber secu-
rity expertise from the user.

4 Evaluationmethodology and results

4.1 Evaluationmethodology

To evaluate and measure the effectiveness of our proposed
framework and the underlying methodology, we developed a
case study focusing on the energy sector. The energy sector,
present in both NIS and NIS2 [14] Directives, was selected
due to its high critical impact on other industries if affected,
but also due to its unique threat landscape that attracts a
specific set of threat actors with unique motivation, Tactics,
Techniques, and Procedures (TTPs). To this end,we followed
a three-step methodology.
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Table 7 Sectorial trend
forecasting results for 2022

Sector Actual Trend 2022 LSTM Prophet SARIMAX ES SES

Energy

Sectorial Incidents – – – ↗ ↗ –

Personal_Data_Breach – – – ↗ ↗ –

Phishing_Social_Eng – – – – – –

Netwok_System_Exploit – – ↗ ↗ ↗ –

Card_Fraud_Online_Theft – – ↗ ↗ ↗ –

Rats_Ransomware_Trojans – – – – ↗ –

Healthcare

Sectorial Incidents – – – ↗ – –

Personal_Data_Breach – – – ↗ – –

Phishing_Social_Eng – – – – – –

Network_System_Exploit – – – ↗ ↗ –

Card_Fraud_Online_Theft – – – ↗ ↗ –

Rats_Ransomware_Trojans – – – – – –

Government

Sectorial Incidents ↓ – – – ↓ –

Personal_Data_Breach ↓ – – – ↓ –

Phishing_Social_Eng ↓ – – – ↓ ↓
Network_System_Exploit – – – ↑ ↗ –

Card_Fraud_Online_Theft ↓ – – – ↓ ↓
Rats_Ransomware_Trojans ↘ – – ↗ ↓ ↓
Financial

Sectorial Incidents ↓ – ↘ ↓ ↓ ↓
Personal_Data_Breach ↓ – ↘ ↓ ↓ ↓
Phishing_Social_Eng ↓ ↓ ↘ ↓ ↓ ↓
Network_System_Exploit – – – – – –

Card_Fraud_Online_Theft ↓ – ↘ ↓ ↓ ↓
Rats_Ransomware_Trojans ↓ – ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

1. Prompt generationWe assigned exercise planners (EPs)
with varying expertise to generate a set of textual prompts
as input to our AiDPG methodology. Two groups of
experts were used: experts in the field of cyber exercise
development and experts with knowledge of the specific
sector butwith little or no experience in the exercise devel-
opment role. The choice of creating a group of human
experts consisting of the two subgroups mentioned above
was made so that the two could combine their expertise
and generate an exercise with both sectorial focus and
technical value for the participant. Our approach of cre-
ating mixed groups of exercise planners with sectorial
expertise and exercise planning background is not new;
in fact, it is promoted by national cyber security agencies
such as ANSII.5 Consequently, three sets of prompts were
generated by humans and a fourth one using our AiDPG
methodology:

5 https://www.ssi.gouv.fr/uploads/2021/09/anssi-guide-
organising_a_cyber_crisis_management_exercise-v1.0.pdf

– PromptSet 1:TheExercise experts prompt set, created
by the experts in CSE development.

– Prompt Set 2: The Sector experts prompt set, created
by experts in the sector examined (ENERGY).

– Prompt Set 3: The Human experts prompt set, which
is the combination of sets 1 & 2.

– Prompt Set 4: The AiDPG prompt set was generated
purely using our methodology focusing on the sector
of interest (ENERGY) with forecasting enabled.

AiDPG (no forecasting) prompt set was also generated as
a subset of Prompt Set 4 and will be used only for limited
comparisons against other prompt sets.

2. Prompt EvaluationAll four sets of prompts were lexico-
logically analysed to identify keywordpatterns andbiases,
using AiCEF for annotation, leading to the following tag
sets:
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Fig. 8 The form of our template above and an example prompt, below

Fig. 9 STIX2.1 output generated by AiCEF

– "Exercise experts"Tag set: PromptSet 1 (TheExercise
experts prompt set) was annotated, forming this tag
set.

– "Sector experts" Tag set: Prompt Set 2 (The Exercise
experts prompt set) was annotated, forming this tag
set.

– "Human Experts" Tag set: Prompt set 3 (All Human
experts prompt set) was annotated, forming this tag
set.

Fig. 10 Task definition

– "AiDPG Energy" Tag set: The Prompt set 4 (AiDPG
prompt set) was annotated, forming this tag set.

– "Energy Threat Landscapes" Tag set: A collection of
Sectorial Threat Landscapes (STLs) were annotated,
forming this baseline Tag set.

Using these five tag sets, we performed a number of com-
parisons in an attempt to identify the prompt maturity and
coverage of sector-oriented threat landscapes by compar-
ing prompts generated using our methodology to those
generated by human experts.

3. Trend Forecasting Evaluation
Finally, to further evaluate and verify our trend prediction
and forecasting findings, we surveyed the two groups of
experts to test our forecasts against human expertise and
intuition.

In the following paragraphs, we drill down to each step
and present our evaluation results.

4.2 Prompt generation

Twenty-six cyber security experts were selected to generate
five (5) individual CSE scenarios prompts each, according to
the high-level requirements and specifications, as illustrated
in Fig. 10.

All experts have cyber security backgrounds, and their
skill sets resemble those of aChief Information SecurityOffi-
cer (CISO) or similar. For the cyber exercise expert group,
we invited several planners with high expertise in cyber secu-
rity exercisemanagement,mixed ethnicity, and focus sectors.
More precisely, we invited members of a Cyber Awareness
Expert Group, 6 from which 12 exercise planners responded.
The sectorial experts group had a cybersecurity background
for the energy sector (Members of the European Network of
Transmission System Operators for Gas or European Net-
work of Transmission System Operators for Electricity) and
acted as CISOs for their organisations. In total, 14 secto-
rial experts responded. The demographic distribution of all
experts is illustrated in Table 8.

6 https://www.enisa.europa.eu/topics/cybersecurity-education/ad-
hoc-working-group-awareness-raising
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Table 8 Demographics of the experts

(a) Countries of origin of the experts
Country # Country #

France 3 Luxembourg 1

Netherlands 3 Lithuania 1

Czechia 2 Austria 1

Spain 2 Italy 1

Belgium 2 Finland 1

Greece 2 Ireland 1

Denmark 2 Portugal 1

Croatia 1 Poland 1

Germany 1 Total 26

(b) Sector that experts are working in
Sector #

Energy 14

Public Administration 5

ICT 2

Transport 2

Law Enforcement 2

Education 1

Not all of the experts provided themaximumprompt num-
ber of five (5) as requested, so we collected only fifty-five
(55) prompts per group, 110 human prompts in total. All
experts provided at least three prompts.

The prompt specs were inputted in our methodology, and
an AiDPG prompt set was generated, focusing on the energy
sector concluding the prompt generation task.

4.3 Prompt evaluation

To evaluate the sets of generated prompts, we applied key-
word extraction using AiCEF.

Two types of evaluation metrics were used:

– Prompt maturity, using AiCEF’s maturity calculation
algorithm, to evaluate the richness of the prompt in terms
of exercise-related objects.

– Tag coverage of the human and AI-assisted tag sets
against that of a sectorial baseline. Thismetric helps eval-
uate the relevance of the prompts generated.

4.3.1 Prompt maturity

Based on AiCEF’s maturity calculation algorithm, the maxi-
mummaturity score for any text can be 150 points, indicating
that the text analysed has the maximum richness of informa-
tion, covering all MLCESO tags in Table 3.

Table 9 Maturity scores

Label Name Prompts Maturity Score

Sector Experts 55 50,41

Exercise Experts 55 73,94

AiDPG (no forecasting) 55 135

AiDPG 55 150

Table 9 illustrates the average maturity score per group of
prompts. The average maturity score of AiDPG (150) (even
with no forecasting (135)) clearly exceeds the scores of any
of the two human expert groups.

Indeed, these scores provide sufficient proof that our
sector-focused AiDPG methodology can help human CSE
planners improve their prompts and effectively exercise sce-
narios.More precisely, a 50.4% improvement for the exercise
experts and an improvement of 66.67% for sector experts can
be achieved in terms of prompt maturity.

4.3.2 Tag coverage

After analysing and comparing the accuracy of the lexico-
logical elements of the prompt sets generated by exercise
experts, sector experts (energy experts) and their combination
along with our AiDPG methodology, we defined a baseline
set of tags. The baseline tag set was generated by extracting
tags (see Table 3) from acknowledged STL reports. More
precisely, we used three STLs to evaluate our methodol-
ogy: the Deloitte Oil and Gas (Energy) Threat Landscape,
7 the Energy Sector 2022 Threat Landscape by CITALID
and Sekoia.io 8 and the Electric Avenue report by BlueViv &
Neurosoft.9 These threat landscapes cover the broader energy
sector, using cyber security incidents from as early as 2017
up to early 2023. The unique tags per report are visualised in
Fig. 11.

The analysis of the following tag sets can be visualised in
Fig. 12.

– "Exercise experts" Tag set
– "Sector experts" Tag set
– "Human Experts" Tag set
– "AiDPG Energy" Tag set
– "Energy Threat Landscapes" Tag set

7 https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/risk/articles/oil-and-gas-
sectors-threat-landscape.html
8 https://blog.sekoia.io/the-energy-sector-2022-cyber-threat-
landscape/
9 https://neurosoft.gr/the-electric-avenue-an-overview-of-the-
energy-sectors-threat-landscape/
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Fig. 11 Unique annotation tags values per energy landscape report

Fig. 12 Unique annotation tag volume comparison

Finally, the overlapping unique tags for "ENERGY
THREAT LANDSCAPES", "HUMAN EXPERTS", and
"AiDPG ENERGY" are represented in Fig. 13 providing a
better visual representation of the coverage between Prompt
and eventually Tag sets.

To verify the superiority of AiDPG methodology over
human-expert-generated prompts, we use Jaccard similarity
to calculate the similarity between two sets of unique phrases
based on the number of commonphrases and the total number
of distinct phrases in the sets.
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Fig. 13 Unique tags of STLs versus Human Experts and AiDPG

The Jaccard similarity coefficient (JSC) is defined as the
size of the intersection of the sets divided by the size of the
union of the sets.

J (A, B) = |A ∩ B|
|A ∪ B|

Where:
J(A, B) represents the Jaccard similarity coefficient (JSC)

between sets A and B.
|A∩B| represents the size (cardinality) of the intersection

of sets A and B.
|A ∪ B| represents the size (cardinality) of the union of

sets A and B.
After comparing the Jaccard similarity, it is clear that the

prompts generated with our AiDPG methodology are more
relevant to the set generatedwhen combining all energy threat
landscapes:

– JSC for "AiDPG Energy" and "Energy Threat Land-
scapes" with value: 0.22

– JSC for "Human Experts" and "Energy Threat Land-
scapes" with value: 0.19

– JSC for "Sector Experts" and "Energy Threat Land-
scapes" with value: 0.16

– JSC for "Exercise Experts" and "Energy Threat Land-
scapes" with value: 0.17

Focusing onwhich group of experts can benefitmore from
our AiDPGmethodology, we calculate the unique annotation

tag categories intersection per group andmeasure the number
of tags that are present in both "Energy Threat Landscapes"
and "AiDPG Energy" but not in the individual human gener-
ated sets. By doing this, we assume that, at a minimum, the
content of the "Energy Threat Landscapes" that is also part
of the "AiDPG Energy" set can improve the prompt and be
relevant.

Let A represent the set "Energy Threat Landscapes", B
represent the set "AiDPGEnergy", andC represent a human-
generated set. The number of tags in the intersection of A and
B but not in C can be calculated as follows:

Benefit = ‖A ∩ B‖ − ‖A ∩ B ∩ C‖
BenefitPercentage = IntersectionCount

‖A‖ × 100%

Using the formula above for the annotation tags in Table
3, we can calculate the individual benefit percentages that
the two human groups of experts could achieve using our
methodology, Fig. 14.

The results underline the effectiveness of ourmethodology
since both expert groups can benefit from at least 18.83%
more relevant tags proposed by AiDPG, not selected by them
but present in the "Energy Threat Landscapes" set.

4.4 Trend forecasting evaluation

To compare our sectorial trend forecasting results, a survey
was run against our pool of specialised planners. The sur-
vey aimed to collect insights on the prioritisation of cyber
threats and assets/resources based on both established threat
landscape data and personal research, with a focus on prepar-
ing for incidents that are anticipated to occur in the coming
months in the Energy sector. The ENISA Threat Landscape
202210 was used to extract the following eight prime cyber
threats and assets affected and link them directly to the five
types of incidents.
Cyber Threats: Ransomware, Malware, Disinforma-
tion/ misinformation, Threats against availability—(DOS,
DDOS), Phishing & Social engineering threats, Threats
against data (data breaches & leaks), Supply-chain attacks,
Physical threats with security impact.
Assets Affected:CompanyData, Email or other Credentials,
Personal Information, Website, Network or other Infras-
tructure, Sensitive Personal Information, Monetary Funds,
Reputation.

The planners were asked to provide feedback on the fol-
lowing questions:

10 https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/enisa-threat-landscape-
2022
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Fig. 14 Benefit percentage per tag and expert group

1. What is your trend prediction on the overall volume of
cyber incidents in 2023 compared to 2022 affecting the
energy sector?

2. What is your trend prediction for the following types of
incidents in 2023 compared to 2022 affecting the energy
sector?

– (Personal) Data Breaches
– Phishing & Social Engineering
– Network & System Exploitation
– Payment Card Fraud & Online Theft
– Remote Access Trojans (RATs), Ransomware, Spy-
ware

The possible answers were: upward (↑), slightly upward
(↗), stable (-), slightly downward (↘), and downward (↓)

We then implemented our proposed trend forecasting
methodology for energy-related incidents for 2023 using the
top three scoringmodels (Prophet, SES, and LSTM). A com-
parison of our results against the expectations of the two
expert groups can be found in Tables 10 and 11, where both
the normalised forecasted score (as per Algorithm 1) and
trend is presented.

Regarding forecasting the overall sectorial incident trends,
the two groups of humans agreed that there would be a
"SlightlyUpward" trend in 2023, a result also captured by our
LSTMmodel.When comparing human foresight on sectorial
incident trends per topic, we notice that the two expert groups
do not align. Focusing more on the foresight of sectorial
experts, we see that both Prophet andLSTMaremaking trend
predictions that are close to those of humans. The results are
satisfying in that, in most cases, our methodology did not
produce the opposite results to the humans’ foresight. Yet,

Table 10 Sectorial trend forecasting results for 2023

Forecast Type Overall Energy Attacks trend

Prophet 7, Upward Trend (↑)
SES 0, Stable (–)

LSTM 3.17, Slightly Upward (↗)

SECTOR EXPERTS 3.9, Slightly Upward (↗)

EXERCISE EXPERTS 3.75, Slightly Upward (↗)

our methodology is based on incident volumes and cannot
replicate human foresight consisting of broader knowledge
aspects that can contribute to a change trends like geopoli-
tics. Only the actual data of cyber incidents against the energy
sector in 2023 can prove whether our trend forecast or human
insight was more accurate in the predictions made, a task to
be performed in future work.

5 Conclusions and future work

CSEs can be a powerful tool in improving the organisation’s
preparedness against the ever-changing threat landscape.
However, experts’ shortages, timeliness, and relevance of the
developedCSEs require novel solutions. To address this chal-
lenge, our proposal revolves around incorporating AI-driven
sectorial threat landscaping and forecasting into existing
exercise generation frameworks like AiCEF. This integra-
tion aims to identify emerging and significant threats and
predict their potential impact in various sectors. By infusing
these forecasts into creating cyber security exercise prompts
using AiDPG and, eventually, scenarios, organisations can
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Table 11 Sectorial forecast results per topic for the year 2023

Forecast Type Card Fraud &
Online Theft

Network
System Exploit

Personal Data Breach Phishing &
Social Eng

Rats, Ransomware,
Trojans

Prophet 4, ↗ 9, ↑ 7, ↑ 5, ↑ 4, ↗
SES 1, – 3, – 0, – 0, – 0, –

LSTM 2.1, – 3.5, ↗ 3.1, ↗ 1.9, – 2.4, –

SECTOR EXPERTS 2.71, – 4.29, ↑ 3, – 4.64, ↑ 4.15, ↑
EXERCISE EXPERTS 2.08, ↘ 3.58, ↗ 2.41, ↘ 4.75, ↑ 4.58, ↑

achieve more precise simulations of real-world cyber secu-
rity incidents and better evaluate their preparedness against
emerging threats.

Our proposed methodology identified the gap in context
relevant CSE scenarios generated by sectorial cyber secu-
rity experts and seasoned exercise planners. By introducing
a novel methodology, we can provide tangible quantita-
tive added value in CSE scenario development by tackling
the problems of relevance and timeliness that are indepen-
dent of the EP’s experience. More precisely, through our
AI-driven topic extraction model and by clustering sector-
specific annotation tags, we can compare various forecasting
models and accurately identify emerging (sectorial) cyber
threats for a given set of cyber security incidents. To this end,
we compared SARIMAX, ES, Simple Exponential Smooth-
ing (SES), Prophet, and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
modelling using Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). Our
experiments illustrated that for this dataset, LSTM and
Prophet were the two fittest algorithms for this task.

Regarding prompt maturity, the sectorial-focused AiDPG
methodology can indeed assist human CSE planners in
improving their prompts and effectively the exercise scenar-
ios. More specifically, a 50.4% improvement for the exercise
experts and a 66.67% improvement for the sector experts can
be achieved in terms of prompt maturity, generating not only
richer but also more sector-focused scenarios.

After calculating the Jaccard similarity, it is clear that the
prompts generated by our AIDPGmethodology aremore rel-
evant to the set generated when combining all energy threat
landscapes than the set generated by all human experts com-
bined:

– "AiDPG Energy" and "Energy Threat Landscapes" with
value: 0.22

– "HUMAN Experts" and "Energy Threat Landscapes"
with value: 0.19.

Even more, by leveraging our user surveys to measure the
perceived relevanceofCSEwithAI-driven threat intelligence
compared to traditional exercise generation, we managed to
quantify the value of our methodology. The results under-
line the effectiveness of our methodology since both expert

groups surveyed, Exercise Experts and Sector Experts, can
improve by at least 18.83% the prompt and effective scenario
relevance to a specific sector.

Limitations to our methodology have been identified
regarding the volume and time distribution of past incidents
needed in order to form accurate forecasting. For Prophet
specifically, 3 years of observations is the minimum data to
predict a fourth year in sequence. We consider the amount of
observation of three years to be the minimum for satisfactory
predictions to incorporate forecasting results in our proposed
methodology. Further to the above, forecasting algorithms
cannot replace human foresight based on the broader knowl-
edge of a domain that leads human experts to expect trend
changes. We believe that the use of Large Language Mod-
els will contribute to the improvement of our methodology
towards bridging this gap.

In the future evolution of our work, we will aim to fully
automate threat landscape generation procedures by process-
ing any given data set. In the short term, we plan to collect
cyber incident statistics for 2023.Wewill then properly eval-
uate the results of our presented case study on the energy
sector to identify if our trend forecast methodology was
more accurate in predicting trends against the human experts’
insight. While our methodology proves to be relatively effi-
cient in focused prompt and scenario generation, more tests
onnon-expert humans should be conducted to identify further
benefits in the CSE creation and customisation process. To
verify our hypothesis, we plan to embed the AiDPGmethod-
ology inAiCEF to help automatically produceCSE scenarios
and measure the adoption and satisfaction of the final output
by experts in the domain.
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